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Schvalbennest - Kennel Of German ShepherdsThe German Shepherd is love at first sight. Look into the devoted, anxious, all understanding and all forgiving eyes of

the "German", and you will understand that they can be loved only once. Once and for all. German Shepherds have been living in our family for almost 30 years, and

we know a lot about them firsthand, love them and will never exchange any other, fashionable breed. Because fashion is a transient phenomenon, and classics are

eternal! Beethoven. Mozart. Durer. Goethe. Stephanitz. The German Shepherd dog is a classic of world cynology, and to feel pride in the breed, to try to preserve it

for posterity is the least that people can do for it.Now about us: We live in the capital of the Far East. Our address: Khabarovsk, Karelsky lane, 32. Phones are

available around the clock: 89141957165b 8(4212)53-60-92. E-mail: daggert@mail.ru Petrushin Victor - manager of the kennel "SHVALBENNEST", Petrushina

Evgeniya - judge-expert rank CACIB (open 1 group of FCI), training judge (open disciplines OKD, ZKS, BH, IPO), kermaster FCI, trainer-trainer.We are very glad

to have guests, because we are united and made like-minded by "one, but fiery passion" - ardent love, sincere affection and the deepest respect for our wonderful

dogs.The German Shepherd is not just a dog, it is an indispensable friend, companion and protector. The temperament of the German Shepherd dog combines

vivacity, reliability, activity, endurance and vigilance. The German Shepherd is a wonderful nanny, she is responsible and loving to children, and also gets along well

with other pets. A adventurous, attentive and obedient German Shepherd, these dogs are receptive to training, intelligent and loyal by nature.
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